
HeATING. VeNTILATION. COOLING. 
in OnE SYSTEM.
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wHeN IT COMeS TO HeATING, KeeP A CLeAR 
HeAD AND wARM FeeT.

The installation of modern low-temperature  systems  and renewable 
heating  systems such as heat pumps, condensing boilers or biomass 
boilers can reduce heating costs significantly. Increased thermal insulation 
creates an air-tight building envelope that also minimises heat losses. This 
saves money and valuable natural resources. 

The installation of underfloor heating also offers advantages. The gentle 
radiant heat and pleasant floor surface temperature guarantee a unique 
feeling of comfort. This emphasises how well underfloor heating combines 
with alternative energy heating and modern heating controls

And best of all, the low flow temperatures save up to 13% in energy costs!

Every builder, whether developer or self-builder, should build with the 
latest technology. In our modern world, the environment and climate  
protection are important issues. Equally important are healthy living  
and working. Statutory requirements such as Building Regulations 
and EU directives must also be taken into account.

All these facts lead to one conclusion:

modern underfloor heating is an advantage in every house.

Primary energy use

Calculation according to DIN 41086 
and DIN 4701-10/12

BUILDING

with low-temperature 
underfloor heating

with radiators 
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BUILDING
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Only a controlled home ventilation system 
can satisfy the constant need for filtered, 
fresh air in an innovative and efficient way. 
This optimises the long-term quality of the 
indoor air.

Air-tight building  
envelope 
Buildings that are constructed to 
the high standards of the current 
Building Regulations result in an 
airtight building envelope. This 
prevents natural air exchange and 
therefore the minimum required 
air changes to achieve hygiene 
standards. Normal ventilation by 
opening a window is insufficient, 
and allows pollutants and noise to 
enter the room.

closed window

 fresh outdoor air

controlled living space ventilation
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CO2 Concentration
A lack of sufficient fresh air is often 
noticeable when a room is entered. 
Stale, oxygen-poor air signals an 
increase in CO2 concentration, 
which will affect well-being and 
result in adverse effects such as 
headaches and nausea.
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HeATING AND VeNTILATION HAVe A DIReCT  
eFFeCT ON weLL-BeING.

the DemaND
Ventilation            
heat loss
A high rate of air exchange can 
be created by opening windows 
fully. However this will also lead 
to higher energy loss. A regulated 
home ventilation system with heat 
recovery avoids heat loss and  
saves energy.

Humidity and the  
fomation of mildew 
Inadequate air exchange leads 
to an increase in humidity levels 
within the building. This can easily 
lead to the formation of mildew on 
walls, constituting a health risk and 
resulting in damage to the building 
fabric.

Pollen                       
allergies
Unfiltered air contains large  
amounts of tiny, almost invisible  
suspended particles. Those with  
allergies tend to suffer when mil-
lions of pollen particles flood into  
buildings in spring and summer.
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the SYStem
An improvement in comfort at home or at work.  
Heating, ventilation, cooling – with AIRCONOMY ®. This ideal         
combination allows you to breathe easily in all seasons.

THe IDeAL SOLUTION FOR eVeRyONe.

Feel comfortable at home and at work: through the intelligent combination of the three functions, AIRCONOMy ® sa-
tisfies the highest demands at home and work. Odour and pollutant-filled interior air is constantly replaced. Filtered 
fresh air prevents damage to the building by damp and mildew growth.

Comfortable warmth in a home 
and work environment through 
the proven system of underfloor 
heating: AIRCONOMy ® provides a 
pleasant, gentle radiant heat over 
the entire floor surface-always at 
an optimal temperature.

AIRCONOMy® 
HeATS

AIRCONOMy ® supplies fresh, tem-
perature-regulated air to all rooms. 
The AIRCONOMy ® system compo-
nents ensure optimal distribution 
in the living space. Inconspicuous 
air outlets set into the floor under 
the window allow an aesthetically-
pleasing and draught-free flow of 
warm or cool air into the room. An 
extraction system ducts spent air 
through a heat-recovery system to 
warm incoming external air.

AIRCONOMy®

VeNTILATeS
Cooling during high summer 
temperatures: when required AIR-
CONOMy ® can circulate cool water 
through the underfloor pipes. Using 
the principle of passive cooling, 
heat is extracted through the floor. 
Both the chilled floor surface and 
the cooled air contribute to the 
cooling load. The cooled supply air 
is drier and therefore also contribu-
tes to the comfort.

AIRCONOMy® 
COOLS
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THe IDeAL SOLUTION FOR eVeRyONe.
Underfloor heating with 
heating circuit manifold

5

Room thermostat6

exhaust air8

Outside air1
Air handling unit with 
heat recovery

2

Supply air3

Spent air7

AIRCONOMy ®  

system component
4
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AiRCOnOMY ® system module

Unobtrusively integrated into the floor, the module serves as a heat exchanger to modulate the incoming air 
to the desired room temperature. Due to the large cross section of the AIRCONOMy ® system module, the 
air flow velocity is reduced, ensuring a silent and draught-free displacement ventilation system. Due to the 
special geometry of the system module, it serves not only as a heat exchanger, but also as an efficient noise 
damper.

Ventilation outlets

By placing the supply air outlet in the floor below the window, natural air convection ensures optimal air dis-
tribution in the room. At the same time it combats the cold temperatures emanating from the window. The 
fresh filtered supply air flows through the entire room, and the spent air is extracted from the building.

1

1

AIRCONOMY ® – the pinnacle of comfort. The combination of both 
systems ensures a climate of absolute comfort.
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THe MULTIFUNCTIONAL SySTeM  
FOR INNOVATIVe BUILDING 
SeRVICeS

how It workS

AIRCONOMY® combines hot water underfloor 
heating with controlled ventilation and heat 
recovery. Thanks to the floor construction the 
heating demand is satisfied by the underfloor 
heating on the floor surface and by the supply 
of warm air.

As a result of the large heat exchanger surface very low heating flow tem-
peratures can be achieved. AIRCONOMy ® has been created for the connec-
tion of low temperature heat sources like condensing boilers, heat pumps 
and other renewable energy systems.
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INTeLLIGeNT COMBINATION: 
UNDeRFLOOR HeATING AND CONTROLLeD LIVING 
SPACe VeNTILATION

6. Absolutely           
hygienic
AIRCONOMy ® is easy to clean. Hy-
giene standards are observed right 
from initial planning. The system 
has been certified by the Hygiene 
Institute in Gelsenkirchen.

7. User-friendly
ease of operation and user-friend-
liness characterise AIRCONOMy ®. 
whether it is a thermostat or a 
remote control, the ideal tempera-
ture is just a click away. If required, 
the system can be integrated into a 
home automation system.

8. 10 Year guarantee
AIRCONOMy ® is a mature and pro-
ven technology that has demonstra-
ted quality and reliability in building 
services over decades. we offer a 
10 year guarantee on AIRCONO-
My ®systems.

Combining stand-alone solutions from different manufacturers is 
costly in terms of time and expense. The optimal combination of 
heating and ventilation in a single system offers a multitude of 
advantages. To create the ideal room temperature requires careful 
planning whilst at the same time focussing on comfort.

2. Absolutely quiet
The whisper-quiet operation of a 
home ventilation system increases 
the feeling of well-being, whether 
it is used in a living room or a work 
room. The sound-damping effect of 
the AIRCONOMy ® system module 
has been confirmed by the Fraun-
hofer Institute in Stuttgart. 

1. Draught-free  
ventilation
AIRCONOMy ® delivers a conti-
nuous supply of optimally tempe-
red fresh air without creating drau-
ghts, which results in a comfortable 
room climate. The thermal comfort 
of the system has been confirmed 
by the Technical University of Dres-
den.

4. Ideal fresh air  
distribution
AIRCONOMy ® supplies fresh, 
temperature-regulated air to all 
rooms. The AIRCONOMy ® system 
components ensure an optimal 
distribution to the living areas. 
Inconspicuous air outlets set into 
the floor under the window space 
allow a visually-appealing and 
draught-free flow of warm or cool 
air into the room. An extraction 
system ducts spent air through 
a heat-recovery system to warm 
incoming external air.

3. Flexible  
interior design
AIRCONOMy ® is integrated into 
the floor and is almost invisible, 
allowing free and flexible interior 
design.

5. Cooling in summer
Cooling during high summer 
temperatures: when required 
AIRCONOMy ® can circulate water 
through the underfloor pipes. Using 
the principle of passive cooling, 
heating is extracted through the 
floor. The cooled supply air is drier 
and therefore also contributes to 
the comfort.

the BeNefItS 
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10. Demand based 
Room controls 
with AIRCONOMy ® you control 
the comfort level for the whole 
building according to your requi-
rements. The temperature in every 
room is set individually.

24°C

20°C

22°C

19°C

9. Energy efficient
energy consumption is far less 
when compared with a conventi-
onal underfloor heating system, 
thanks to the heat recovery mo-
dule and low flow temperatures. 
energy intensive and wasteful 
ventilation by opening windows is 
also a thing of the past. In compa-
rison with conventional products 
i.e.stand-alone solutions, AIRCO-
NOMy ® uses less energy due to the 
high efficiency of the heat reco-
very unit (97%). And in summer 
there is the added bonus of simple 
building cooling.

the BeNefItS 
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the poSSIBILItIeS

Office building, Design Center Deventrade, Deventer (nL) 

established in 1987 by John Pothoven. Deventrade, based in the Nether-
lands city of Deventer, specialises in sport clothing. The new Design 
Center, where the collections are designed, was completely fitted with 
AIRCONOMy®. 

The intention was to create a generous 3000 m² showroom complete 
with flexible display areas, open plan offices that encourage communi-
cation as well as individual offices for project leaders. AIRCONOMy® was 
ideal for this brief. The underfloor heating system gives pleasant radiant 
heat to the room, while the discreet ventilation operates efficiently, giving 
whisper-quiet air to the environment. The same surface offers cooling in 
summer, without additional investment in equipment.

Karwendel Museum (DE) 

Germany’s highest nature informa-
tion centre is situated at the moun-
tain station of the Karwendelbahn 
gondola at 1300 m above sea level
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the poSSIBILItIeS
AIRCONOMY® is not only ideal for new build, but also for renovations. 
The system can be customised to suit the demands of unusual buil-
ding techniques, and as a result the system can be found in the widest 
architectural variety of buildings across Europe. 

Notwithstanding the distinctive features of each building, they have 
something in common: Heating. Ventilation. Cooling. In one system.

AIRCONOMy® – NOT ONLy FOR HOMeS.

Single-family home 
Huf Haus Surrey (GB)

Multiple-family dwelling 
Bad Godesberg (DE)

In this architecturally-challenging 
and modern multi-family building 
AIRCONOMy® was installed in 6 
residential units varying in size from 
83 m² to 355 m².
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the qUaLItY

Monitoring is Service. Quality is compulsory.
with AIRCONOMy® you are investing in a mature system that has proved 
its quality and reliability in building services over many years. No matter 
what building type or building method, AIRCONOMy® delivers a reliable 
and future-proof underfloor heating system with a controlled building 
ventilation and cooling system. 

Everything in a single system – customised for your building.

The AIRCONOMY® system reduces complexity from the planning 
phase.
The qualified HVAC sector will prepare your personal design and cost saving possibilities based on a detailed 
analysis.

THe qUALIFIeD HVAC SeCTOR wILL SUPPORT 
yOU.

The Dresden University of Technology certified AIRCONOMy® in a com-
prehensive study of the “optimal comfort”.
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DUCTWARRANTY

10YEARS
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Certificate of environmental 
hygiene assessment of a house 
with a controlled ventilation   
system (AIRCONOMy® system)



SCHÜTZ GmbH & Co. KGaA

Schützstraße 12, 56242 Selters 
Rheinland-Pfalz/Deutschland 
Telefon: +49 (0)2626-77-0 
Telefax: +49 (0)2626-77-440

info@airconomy.net

www.airconomy.net

For further information 
about our businesses 
and products please 
contact:


